
THE CHALLENGE
After implementing Cherwell, this company needed help rolling out new 
features and driving continuous improvement of the tool. They hired ONPOINT 
to grow the tool’s capabilities, drive user adoption, support the expanding 
demand from the business, enable their new administrators, and provide 
strategic guidance around their post-implementation decision-making.

HOW ONPOINT HELPED
Intact’s ONPOINT Managed Services team worked side by side with the 
customer to enable a seamless transition from go-live to a continuous rollout 
of new capability starting with the implementation backlog. 

ONPOINT took over the daily administration and maintenance work, 
processing more than 400 user and group management tickets, aiding with 
migrations from lower environments to production, managing scheduled jobs 
and automation, and performing break-fix and troubleshooting of systems and 
processes as needed. 

ONPOINT also provided thought leadership for more complex enhancements 
and challenges, rolled out more than 50 strategic enhancements from the 
ONPOINT catalog, and performed several third-party integrations such as 
chat support and automation capabilities to help other teams work more 
efficiently within the tool. ONPOINT translated the needs from each 
stakeholder into the technical work that needed to be done to meet these 
needs, and freed up customer resources to focus on other tasks.

THE IMPACT
ONPOINT’s player/coach engagement with this customer ensured that the 
company had a system configured to make work flow more efficiently for their 
entire staff and that could scale as their business grows over time. ONPOINT 
also built up the customer’s tools team’s internal capabilities to manage their 
Cherwell investment moving forward by providing extensive enablement and 
strategic guidance. 
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‘‘“Everything they touched was done very 
thoroughly and with close attention to 

detail...easily integrated into our team and 
really was part of our team...like a coworker 

more than a consultant... It was a pleasure to 
work with you for so long.” 

- Jonathan B., IT Service Delivery Reporting 
Engineer
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